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Introduction

Airglow investigations wefe initiated at the beginning of t
experiments of the English rstronomer Simon Nucorib, re
ments of sky brightness. He was the first to make the conc
brightness of stars, galaxy, zodiac light and other sourcesDngntness oI stars, galaxy, zodiac light and other source
interpret the observable night glow. These experiments la
a new scientific field, intermedilte between asironomv a
mainly astron_omical methods orientated to geophysiis, t
tions, especially during the 50s oi this centufy,- largely
more complete understanding of the physico-chemical pr
'low-temperature surrounding space piasha.'

.. We may summarize thtt this type of measurement p
mation on:

_1. neutralizing processes in the ionosphere ;
2. availability of minor constituents and their distribu

sphere ;

, 3.. wide range of aeronomical reactions, their velociti
oepenoence;

4. interaction between ionized and neutral components;
- 5. magnetospheric effects on the ionosphere, both in a

and low latitudes.
These ormation on manyphenomena investigated mainiyradiophysic a gendral diagranitransformat into a glow 

"as 
a

The But

[, 2. 3]. They were
to the interpretation of the green oxygen line behaviour
aroundmidnight maximum.

The first exoerimentalhe }irst experimental observations and the initiation of
airglow investigations in Bulgaria had started later, in 196t
of photographiC and electrophotometric instruments we



Observatory bf SLara Zagota. Various techniques for tial and
with station

observator
study of the optical etnissions rvere developed here i

alrglow facility [5] successfully used not only in the B
but als o in India [6], Cuba [7] and Guinea, Konakry [B].

The first Bulgarian airglow instrument was launch
This was an electrophotometer aboard the VERTICAL-6

ful experiments were carried out on VERTIC AL-7 a

Indian rockets CENTAUR-II B [10].
A 6-channel electrophotometer was launched aboard

February, 1979 to measure the main spectral emissions i
in the visible spectral range.

Successful experiments were carried out with tilt f i
ed by cosmonauts aboard SALYUT-6 and SALYU'I-7 s

along with the various optical experiments aboard the IN'
RIA-I300 satellite, launched on August 7, 198t, substant

Fig. 1, Scheme of the dissipation of solar energy in th
sp nere

into space in 1

rocket, developed
the tneasurement of the vertical profiles of various optica emissions [9]. S

d 10 and on the

INTERCOSMOS-
the upper atmosp

rt*o-

r photometers, o
rtions. These st
:ERCOSMOS-BU
aliy contributed
ng space plasma,understanding of the physical processes in the surround

of which will be discussed here.
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(1)

Airglow and nighttime F-region behaviour

Some scientists had originally concluded in the 40s that
red oxygen line with a wavelength of 680 nm correlated
ters. of. the 

^nighttime_ 
F-region - of the ionosphere. Nev

b,eginning of the 50s D. Bfrbier [11] suggestbd a semi
the relationship fslwssn the measured iilesral intensif.the lelations.hip _between the measured integral intensity
the FJayer height and its critical frequencyl This form

Ian:K(f oF\zr-!!:41g.

Here '( and C are rwo
observational station and on
of a more advanced theorv
assuming that:

a) the main generative mechanism of ), 680 nm du
dissociative recombination of the Of, ions;

b) t_tr"V_ are. obtained through eichange reactions be
c_) the density of O, beyond 200 km varies after the
dJ the electron density around the layer maximum i

- _ Here, similar to (l), the critical
foF, h'.F being the virfual height oI
neutral atmosphere and q(H, Z^1 is
the FJayer.

constants, depending both the situation of the
the concrete observation co tions. On the babis

in the F-laver ahdfor the ionosoheric

ng nighttime is the

n O+ and 02;
^^6^-+:^t t^---.exponential law;

approximated bv aapproximated by
parabolic function, and above this by an 6xponential, vr and Gogoshlv
haue o.btained [72, 13] a rnuch more accurafe dependence
part of the empirical constants acquire also physical con

h'F-200
Iaao: Kc(foF)<P(H, Z^)e H +

than Barbier, wh(re
rt. This is as follows :

(2)

Very important result is the fact that the constant
lae acquires the following physical meaning

(3) K": | .24 . L04K"*,[Or]roo,
where {"*" is a -constant of the velocity of the excha

:,91+9 and [On].roo is_ theoxygen mollcules density
Obviously, when Thlbugh a serie-s of experimental obsdrvi
merical value oI '(6_is determined, then-it is possible to o
tant parameter as [Or]roo.

Investigations on topside F-layer portion
through optical emissions

Few, are the optical emissions, irradiated into the topside
most substantial are the oxygen l,I 130,4 nm and i3S,6
region of the so-called vacuum ultraviolet, they are inacc
surernents from the earth surface. Regardlesj to this, tlity was demonstrated in the few rockEt and satellit" 

""p"Serafimov devoted serie ; of theoretical publications' Iof excitation and glow of these two spectral lines, Furt



tensity of the
te [18-21].

,ll,""i:tt"''"*
a) radiative recombination of O+
b) ion recombination of positive

1Q+ and O-);

theory was accolxpanied with various experimental w
two lines aboard

generative mechan

ions with electron
and negative atomi

l.[o+]

the excited r

radiative a

hich in Se
is an index in

mount of el

topside F-region.
Each of these generative mechanisms, the regions

of each versus the others and their quantity values
mov in his works. He founds in [22] the following commov in his works. He founds in [22] the following cor
bulk velocity of the emission of .Irsr,* into the F-re

c) collision excitation by soft electrons
Most productive of these mechanisms

dh
aG;-

dh

(4)
AIt'rBo,+

an

where .(, is the quenching coefficient of deactivation
term ; ae1r*o,4t oi, lgo,4 are the velocity constants of t

opinion may be sufficiently assumed up to 100 eV;
exponential of the electron flux spectrum, BN" is the

expression for the emission vertically (zenith intensity'
grating by the height h, under approximat-ions of the a

of the subintegral functions deduced by him. This exp
perly compared with the experimental data.

crro nKr{o"rsoo N". [o+]+ o, ,ro,n . I

't I
*,fo,ro n B .N,. s-n4e 42sl ,

r)

recombinations of O+ with electrons and O-ions. tively, orro,n is
cross section of the electron collision of O with electrons
E, is the upper boundary of the integral by energies

t output O(2p33sa

ien
ton

the
r?) ;

V,S

he
NS

:te
rte
te-

o-

to
n-

he
is

of
ofSerafimov defined that the outout

f rom the flux of energy Eo:9 eV, wherefrom the excit ion of the trip
around 1" 130 nm starts with electron collision. Serafi ov found comp

of I 130.4. nm i
titudinal distribu

is to be

Successiully using the models for the neutral compo
the upper atmosphere, Seraiimov considered the increase

nts distribution
of l, 130,4 nm int

sity due to its multiple resonance scatter lrom the at c compone
In the result to this the observable intensitv of I 130, nm denends on

tively. This effecheight of the satellite, and of the UV instrument,
significantly reflected on the measured ratio of l,.ao,+lIy,r,u
ed further on.

hich will be d

Similar procedure
a length l" 135,6 nm.

was made to analyse the other traviolet emission
term O(2p33S6Sf)

this emission had the same generative mechanisms as th
Similar to (4) is the expression for the bulk velocity of

of )" 130,4 nm
135,6 nm emissi

Serafimov obtained for the bulk velocity of emiss for both lines

-r
dr,,. ^ q1(ft)Nef I o.ru,u Bre-P'Ee dE"

,
(5)

(of energies
is the first



gr(h) and qz (h) in this expression are linear functions 0"r, 136,6 dfld 0e, 13Q,4

since hs
the (i-

emittir;S

Global diagnostics of ionospheric parameters
through optical data only

Bittencourt and Tinsley _were the first [24] to draw attent
the intensity. of .the r-ed oxygen line ii u"ty sensitive

was not
130,4 nm
on the a

accidental,
depends on

of the

any point above
accessible satellite
(Here the alterna.
osonde - a vefv

height at whicheight at which is located th-e-maximum of ihe nishttime
ously, similar is the behaviour and the deoendence-nn:tt,is the behaviour and the dependence"on-the
density of l, 135,6 nm. The authors were'the first to s

19se the specifically ..important. parameters h*F and N*
ed measurements of these two lines.

Based on the thorough studies of l" 630 nm and ofl,l" 130,4 nm and 135,6 nm made bv the Bulsarianlines l.l" 130,4 nm and 1 nm made by the Bulgarian
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(6)

give.the-shape of the profile only, while the maximum vz
density N.F is given by the measured .Irru,u. This depend

-'+{ e- P Ao - e- pA 
"*, I 

r - p A o (#,- *f^ n #)] - * ,N,1 PA"n0 t___ u.t3 6

*e!#l+ (+4 
IE,( - PAoxz)- Ei- pAo)l

In thr-s rafher long, but very suitable for computation
rameters As, 41, 42 and P arc taken from the IRl'models

pression, the pa.
for each concretr

ation of the intg.

Formula (6) in combination with h_F determined t
nents, enables the determination di ru--n nracfical

l, 630 nm mea.
surements, enables the determinati on 6i N*F practically i

qennes rne same based on formulae deduced by him for
with the use of the international reference models IRI. T
ive the s

tive possibility is considered - the of a satellite io

r. r h-hcase, Az: L+'ff, and E, is generally adapted den
ral-exponential funciion.

the_ earth surface, through the use ot a reliiiv6ty ctreap an
technique, i. e. with the incorporation of optical "equipment.
tive possibility is considered - the use of a satettlte iouve posslDlllty ls c(
expensive technique).
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Verification of cornpatibility of neutral
and ionospheric models through airglow observati

As it is known, the first models for the distribution of
in the upper atmosphere were built up at the beginning
dard atmosph., CIRA-55, Jacchia-71, etc.). Data mainly fr

Prof. Raw

o++or*o;_+o;
02 + e--o(1a) + olae;.

ne utral Or. Thus, we may write the following
velocitv of emission:

dl$o 
-dh-

e1A66yyN*F. S(lrl_.
olr*{f;]t+B(h)t

ite resistance were used for the purpose, resul shortening
satellite orbit and from mass-spectrometric data, too. models were i
ed regularly and after CIRA-75 and Jacchia-7T, the precise one at
moment is the MSIS model.

The ionospheric models composed by
scope of COSPAR and URSI were initiated
ject to continuous improvement.

in 1975

Many experiments on the simultaneous use of eutral and ionosp
models for practical geophysical corrputations have wn certain incommodels lor practlcal geopnyslcal computailons nave sn
bility and necessity of improvement. Many Bulgarian pu ications of Sera

e criterion for
compatibility l. The exci ion of the red ox

ionosphere. Manyline is used for the purpose - )" 630 nm in nighttime
dies, including Bulgarian, have shown that in a calm agnetic situatio
following aeronomic reactions are basic for the formation l, 630 nm at n
(time ol the F-region
(7)

(B)

The first of these reactions (7) is limiting to the
the ion compotrent (O+) participates in ion-exchange

mission velocity.

he neutral compo
of the 60s (UR
n the measured

group within
They are also

tion with the
on for the e

n (B); recent sat
I s-1; S(ft) is

density, and d(h
re altitudinal dis
sides of equatio
emission (zenilh i
with the height.

timated.

the actual one,

(e)

In this formulae, e, is the quantum output of reac
measurements yield e1^, 1,33 ; ,4uro: Q,069 s-l ; A:0,0
shaping factor i N*FS(h):N,(ft) is the local electron

tion of the neutrals. Through the integration of the t
by the height ft we obtain a dependence of the colum
sity) in dependence of the distribution of N, and O
latter are taken from IRI and any neutral model, tes tively. Experi

heoretical values

B(h) are the deactivation factors, depending also on

comparing the nteasured zenith intensities with the.
defined, the compatibility of ion and neutral rrodels is

In the nublications of Serafimov and others a thor
comparison between theory and observations on the I

630 nm, performed in the observatory of Stara Zag
model computations give intensities at midnight of t
leighs {or low solar activity, while the actually meas

orovide the same results. This fact, as well as some ot
io the conclusion that the lRl-models at-low solar acti
since the electron density deduced by them is lower
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Conciusion

The study of the optical emissions in the last decade
cantly to the clarification of _the sophisticated complex of r

action as a whole, and of the magnetospheric-ionospheric
cular. A lot qf Bulgarian publicaticns 

- theoretical a
ground-based, rocket and satellite, contributed to the mo
tion and study of. the energy transfer in the surrouncling
which together with its fundamental nature is of definite i

contributed signifi-
lar-terrestrial intef-
processes in parti-

experimental 1
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Itlznyuerlue i(ocMr,tqecrofi u"[asMbl - r4trv:RaTop
rrrarurarocsepHo-r4oHocfi epHslx npoqeccoB

/n. M. I-oeotuee

(PesrcMe)

CAenaH o6sop ocHoBHbrx $usnxo-xnunqecrax rpoqeccoB,
BOASI{UX K BO3Oy)I{AeHVTO v r.rsJryqeHr{ro onTrzqecr(flx 3
nJIasMe. Zccne4oeaupre 9rr.rx usnyueunfi Aacr Bax(Hyro kr

JIHSaqUOHHbIX H r.IOHr4SaIIr4OHHbIX npOqeCCaX, O CKOpOCTflX
quri, o [JrorHocrsx Ma,/rbIX cocraBJlflrorqnx, o BBaHMoAeficr
n nefirpa,rsHbrx KoMrroHeHT, o BoaAeficreuu rraarHurocQepu
KonrperHo rroKaoaHo yiracrr4e 6orrapcxr.rx yqeHbrx B srr4x
trrrxcfl pa6orauu K. CepaQurraoBa c Haqa.na 60-x roAoe. fI
pe3ynbrarbr rzoJryr{eHnfl ua4iraancnuyuuofi .{acru f-o6aac
qecKnx 3Mncczfi, a ra'K)I(e ynvqrxeHr,rg MexAyuapoAHbrx
TpanbHbrx ruo4eleli rr Ar,rarHocrr.rKr4 MafHHTocSepuo-uoa

J+




